Manifesto
Our manifesto and our vision revolve around strengthening the vision of our chairman: To strive for a
society where justice, equity and meritocracy prevail.
We aspire to serve the interests of our country to the best of our ability while acting as a bridge between
Sweden and Pakistan.

Short Term Goals
1. To spread PTI’s ideology across Sweden, introduction of local bodies in all regions of the country will be
considered as one of the initial goals of this panel.
2. Launching a NICOP campaign for overseas Pakistanis and ensuring maximum participation in upcoming byelections 2018.
3. Establishment of PTI Sweden women wing and encourage their active role in Swedish chapter.
4. To boost paid PTI membership campaign in Sweden. This will increase financial contributions to PTI and as
well as unite as many Pakistanis as possible under the umbrella of PTI thereby strengthening the vision of our
party.
Long Term Goals
1. Efforts to increase cooperation between Sweden and Pakistan in major sectors
a. We will create a database of all skilled Pakistanis in Sweden along with their field of specialization and
number of hours they can contribute. This information will be accessible to authorized people in Pakistan.
b. We will work for educational exchange programs with Swedish universities from 1 semester to 1 year.
c. Our goals also include political exchange program/seminars/sessions between state/political authorities in
Pakistan and Sweden to learn Swedish social/economical and tax structure.
d. We will motivate our Pakistani researchers in Sweden to give guest lectures in Pakistan when they are at
holiday trip every year.
e. Cultural exhibitions involving locally developed Pakistani organizations for instance Pakistan Cultural
Society (PCS) to promote handicrafts/small industries and to open ways for Scandinavian market for
exports.
f. Seminars for tourism involving government and private sector from Pakistan along with frequent visiting
travelers from Europe that understand European mindset and can even answer questions based on personal
experience.
2. We will make efforts on positive image building of Pakistan and protect overseas Pakistanis’ rights in Sweden.
3. Organize events to engage general public and campaigning for those overseas citizens who lost their interest in
Pakistani politics.
4. Ensuring effecting communication with other PTI chapters and active participation in global/European PTI
chapters.
5. We will work towards making PTI Swedish chapter an ever-evolving, transparent and tolerant organization.

